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“Partnerships with local, county, and regional school districts that explore, implement, and 
sustain creative ways of collaborating among all of us preparing and supporting teachers, could 

yield more inclusive advocacy and quality service to students they serve.”

Urgency, Challenges and Opportunities in Educator Preparation
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LITERATURE REVIEW AND RATIONALE

• The lack of mathematics coaches in schools creates a barrier to building the skills and 
knowledge in both math content and pedagogy that teachers require for improving student 
achievement in mathematics.

• There are limited resources and certification programs to meet the needs of general 
instructional coaches (Galluci, Van Lare, Yoon & Boatright, 2010).

• Mathematics instructional coaches require training in not only instructional 
leadership, but also in showing proficiency in high levels of mathematics, strong 
pedagogical and curricular planning support for mathematics education (Reys & Fennell 
2003). 



OVERVIEW AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION
- PARTNERSHIPS-

• Partners:

• Washington State Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction and Washington Student Achievement 
Council

• Seattle Pacific University’s School of Education and School of Math and Science

• Regional Educational Service District

• School Districts (Supt’s, principals, assistant principals)

• Teachers



GOALS OF EMS ENDORSEMENT PROGRAM

• Grant-funded opportunity: “providing strategic planning, oversight, and advocacy to support 
increased student success and higher levels of educational attainment” 
(http://www.wsac.wa.gov). 

• Provide an opportunity for teachers to earn the EMS endorsement through a combination of 
coursework and internship experiences focused on instructional leadership. 

• To increase student learning through increasing teacher instructional capacity
• School-based, 

• Sustainable leadership-building efforts

• Potential to positively impact student achievement in mathematics in regional areas where one 
mathematics specialist could support a network of other teachers

• High Needs Districts were targeted

http://www.wsac.wa.gov/


ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS SPECIALIST ENDORSEMENT COMPETENCIES

• 1.0 Mathematical Practices & Mathematics Content

• Standards for Mathematical Practices: Demonstrate ability to embed Common Core State Standards for 
Mathematical Practices in the instructional process to deepen conceptual understanding of mathematics content.

• Number and Operations: Demonstrate a conceptual understanding of, procedural fluency with, and application 
of operations, number systems, and properties.

• Algebra and Functions: Demonstrate a conceptual understanding of, procedural fluency with, and application of 
algebra concepts emphasizing functions.

• Geometry and Measurement: Demonstrate a conceptual understanding of, procedural fluency with, and 
application of geometric figures and their properties and relationships as they apply to congruence, similarity, and 
the Cartesian Coordinate System.

• Statistics and Probability: Demonstrate a conceptual understanding of, procedural fluency with, and application 
of statistics and probability.

• Ratios and Proportional Relationships: Demonstrate conceptual understanding of, procedural fluency with, and 
application of proportional relationships.



ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS SPECIALIST 
ENDORSEMENT COMPETENCIES

• 2.0 Modeling and Technology

• Construct mathematical models in the content domains (e.g., look at a real world situation and 
transpose it into a mathematical problem, solve the problem, and interpret the solution).

• Use appropriate technology to make conjectures, explore, visualize, and analyze mathematics and to 
develop concepts and apply them in meaningful contexts.



ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS SPECIALIST ENDORSEMENT COMPETENCIES

• 3.0 Mathematics Instructional Methodology
• Select, use, adapt, and determine suitability of the available mathematics curricula, teaching materials, and other resources that align to 

state standards.

• Present mathematical concepts using multiple representations.

• Guide student discourse in mathematical problem solving, including the formulation and critique of arguments to develop mathematical 
literacy and in-depth conceptual understanding.

• Use questions to effectively probe mathematical understanding and make productive use of responses to inform ongoing instruction.

• Demonstrate an understanding of the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (CCSS-M) as they affect instructional methodology.

• Emphasize and use accurate and precise language in mathematics, including appropriate mathematical vocabulary, precise definitions, and use 
mathematical language to communicate relationships and concepts.

• Engage in developmentally appropriate, language sensitive, and culturally responsive teaching of mathematics that nurtures a positive 
mathematics disposition and utilizes students’ cultural funds of knowledge and experiences as resources for lessons.

• Develop skillful and flexible use of different instructional formats—explicit and implicit instruction, whole group, small group, partner, and 
individual—to support differentiated learning goals.

• Plan, develop, implement, and evaluate formative and summative mathematics assessments.

• Use the results of formative assessments to probe mathematical understanding and inform ongoing instruction.



ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS SPECIALIST 
ENDORSEMENT COMPETENCIES

4.0 Leadership

• Demonstrate knowledge of current research, local, state, and national resources, professional development opportunities, and 
critical issues related to mathematics teaching and learning.

• Communicate professionally about students, curriculum, instruction, and assessment to educational constituents, 
including parents and other caregivers, teachers, school administrators, and school boards.

• Plan, develop, implement, and evaluate professional development programs that align with school, district, and state goals.

• Foster a safe, collaborative environment among teachers.

• Evaluate educational structures and policies that affect students' equitable access to high quality mathematics 
instruction, and help to assure that all students have appropriate opportunities to learn mathematics at or above grade-level.

• Use leadership skills to support improvement of mathematics programs at the school and district levels, e.g., 
develop appropriate classroom- or school-level learning environments; build relationships among teachers, administrators 
and the community; collaborate to create a shared vision and develop an action plan for school improvement; and 
mentor new and experienced teachers.



DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM: PILOT YEAR
The EMS endorsement program was organized into two main areas: 

Curriculum & Pedagogy and Leadership. 

• Three summer courses:

• Elementary Mathematics Pedagogy (3 credits)

• Elementary Curriculum and Instruction (3 credits)

• Leadership (3 credits)

• Summer coursework culminated in the completion of a school-based action plan, shared with 
respective principals

• Completion of a successful “leadership” year long internship experience.

• Successful passing of the Middle Grades Mathematics Assessment



PRIMARY RESOURCES FOR SUMMER COURSES

• Instructors: SPU Professors of Education and Math and Science, and regional partnership 
(ESD) support (Mathematics Coordinator)

• 5 Practices for Orchestrating Productive Math Discussions (Stein & Smith, 2011)

• Common Core State Standards

• Mindset (Dweck, 2016)

• About Teaching Mathematics: A K-8 Resource (Burns, 2015)

• PRIME Leadership Framework (NCTM)



PRIMARY RESOURCES FOR INTERNSHIP ACTIVITIES

• Prime Leadership Framework by NCSM, (http://www.mathedleadership.org)

• Action plan: Plan for engaging colleagues (grade level teams, school-wide teams etc.)

• Principal/instructor support

• Disposition Assessment

http://www.mathedleadership.org/


DEMOGRAPHICS OF PARTICIPANTS 
(PILOT YEAR)

--ASSESSMENT OF YOUR PARTNERSHIPS--
• 12 Candidates began, 10 completed (not including passing the MGM test)

• “High Needs,” rural districts- isolated in nature, geographically distant from typical university support- four 
districts total- recruitment came from local ESD (Not possible without partnerships)

• Levels of partnership:
• University, state, regional, district, school and classroom

• EMS Candidate

• CORE Teacher

• Partnership Sharing: turn and talk:
• What levels of partnerships currently exist for your teacher preparation program?
• What partnerships would you like to create, nurture and/or grow?
• What barriers currently exist that hinder your ability to grow partnerships?



ASSESSMENT/PROGRAM EVALUATION 
(OUR OTHER PARTNER)

• Candidate reflections (candidates)

• Disposition Assessments (candidates/principals)

• Characteristics of Effective Professional Development Survey

• Math Content Test (DTAMs)









RESULTS
Of the pilot year



EVALUATION QUESTION 1 - HOW ARE 
TEACHERS’ KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 
IMPACTED BY THE PROJECT?



EVALUATION QUESTION 2 - WHAT PROFESSIONAL 
BEHAVIORS AND ACTIONS ARE SUPPORTIVE OF 
TEACHER COLLABORATION AND STUDENT 
LEARNING? EMS CANDIDATES



CORE 
TEACHERS



EMS CANDIDATES VS CORE TEACHERS





SUCCESSES AFTER PILOT YEAR IMPLEMENTATION
• End of program candidate reflections

• Two themes emerged:

• improving instructional capacity for students in the classroom 

• improving as an instructional coach of other teachers

• “This year I have learned the importance of anticipating what/how students will answer questions prior to having them 
do the work. This helps guide my instruction and better prepares me.”

• “Through the classwork and content I really learned a lot about the ‘new’ way to teach and learn math.”

• “I feel like I have improved my ability to help other teachers implement new ideas about instruction. In addition to that, I have 
improved my own ability to teach mathematics to a depth I was previously unable to do.”

• “I was extremely nervous prior to my practicum about how others would view my age and years of experience...I learned how to 
facilitate professional development opportunities that included asking questions to guide conversations instead of 
participating as a peer.”

• Another teacher also wrote about their new ability to “facilitate adult discussions through a book study” and added, 
“I’d never done this before.”



CHALLENGES
WHEN PARTNERSHIPS BREAK DOWN…

• Principal involvement was a critical element to the success of the candidate. 

• Over half of the candidates expressed frustration with lack of principal support

• Lack of time

• “[G]etting colleagues to participate and see the value in the PLC opportunity was a challenge.

• “It has felt like I have two jobs. I poured all of my heart into meeting the needs of my building that I had very little 
left for my class.” 

• “We were granted time from our administrator for the book study, but one Wednesday a month didn’t allow for 
everything planned.”

• Difficult to pass the NES Middle Grades Mathematics Assessment (not really a “partnership” issue)



CHALLENGES (CONTINUED)
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

• Provide professional learning on math problem solving, number theory and rational numbers. 

• Added a math content course for better preparing for the MGM assessment and for stronger 
math content preparation for supporting CORE teachers

• It was difficult to maintain levels of professional learning throughout the academic year.

• Reorganized the course work to include “Instruction and Pedagogy” course and “Math Content” 
courses in summer, “Curriculum” course in autumn and “Leadership” course in winter

• Shortened the internship to 3-6 months, after “Leadership” course. 

• Move the focus of professional learning to the classroom level by providing opportunities to 
practice teaching skills and for peer observations.

• Requiring a formal observation of a colleague during internship and video capture during 
“Leadership” course



YEAR TWO IMPLEMENTATION

• Change in Professional Development Design and Timing

• Summer: Math Content Course (to prep for MGM Exam) and Foundations for Elementary 
Mathematics Pedagogy 

• Taught with an integrated approach

• Autumn: Analyzing K-8 Mathematics Curricula & Instructional Resources 

• Winter: Elementary Mathematics Leadership I: Communication and Collaboration

• Spring: Elementary Mathematics Specialist Field Experience

• Change in Principal Expectations

• Rather than us paying them a stipend, they paid $1,000 to have their teachers participate



RESULTS FROM THE IMPROVEMENTS FROM YEAR 
ONE TO YEAR TWO

• 83% pass rate of MGM for Cohort #2 compared to 30% pass rate for cohort #1 (two 
retook the exam from the pilot year later and passed)

• Increase in principal participation



RECOMMENDATIONS

• Provide professional learning on math problem solving, number theory and rational numbers for both EMS Candidates and CORE 
Teachers. 

• Turn and talk: Evaluate the levels of mathematical content preparation (skills and pedagogy) do your teacher candidates have at the end of their 
programs? What improvements are available for either 1) before they graduate or 2) after they begin teaching?

• Move the focus of professional learning to the classroom level by providing opportunities to practice teaching skills and for peer
observations (move away from the book study at some point).

• Increase interaction and involvement with Principals. The use of classroom walk-throughs could be one strategy to achieve this goal.

• Strategize ways and incentives for finding time to meet and implement instruction. 

• Develop intentional strategies to equip EMS teachers to teach CORE Teachers how to intervene with struggling learners.



QUESTIONS??

• Thank you!



SBAC TEST SCORES (2016, 2017, 2018): FOCUS SCHOOL 
COMPARED TO ENTIRE SCHOOL DISTRICT

Focus School (50% Free/Reduced 
Lunch Rate)

School District (51.7% FRL)
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